
About the Game
Become a warrior of the Demon Tribe
secret order to search and destroy 
infestation threatening the world.
compete for glory. And all is not what it seems.

Demon TribeblendsMOBA, card collection
andAction-RPG genres to create a
intensefree-to-playonline experience

Players work to create the strongest team of 
fighters by capturing and fusing demons.
will then unleash powerful Demon Summoning 
attacks that transform their team into demons
fighting fire with fire.  

Battles are both cooperative and competitive 
MOBA-style engagements, supporting up to 6 
players in 3v3 synchronous battles. 
can join a clan to reap rewards. T
successful clans are ranked and rewa
performance. 

Players can go deeper into Demon Tribe’s dark 
fantasy world through single player adventures 
to capture demons, new weapons, and new 
technology   

Product Specifications
Publisher: SEGA 
Developer: SEGA Network
Launch Date: Winter 2013
Category: MOBA, Action
Size: 41.3 MB initial

1.1GB total size
Price: Free-to-Play with IAP
Platforms: iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch
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Key Features

Become a warrior of the Demon Tribe
 Play as any number of unique, individualized 

fighters
 250+unique demons 
 Fuse demons and unleash their powers in 

battle.
 Master melee and range 
 Manage the battle for a secret base and

fighters on secret missions to acquire new 
technology and resources

Fight intense real-time 
 Single, co-op, and clan battles for up to six 

players 
 In-depth player and clan ranking system 
 Single player adventures 

Journey into adark fantasy
 Created by Masayoshi Kikuchi

director of the Panzer Dragoon
Yakuza series and Jet Grind Radio

 Rich sci-fi dark fantasy setting
 Features 3D render

art,animated cut scenes
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